
 STADIA SOLUTIONS
Simplifying fans' mobility



Modern sports facilities have become multi-functional 
complexes integrating commercial, retail, dining 
and entertainment spaces where comfort, safety 
and security are helped by on-going advances in 
technology.

This is precisely where Gunnebo can create overall
security solutions, realising the visions of “Simplifying 
fans’ mobility” down to the smallest detail - not least 
by ensuring reliable, trouble-free interaction with 
security staff and security systems at all times.

Gunnebo is at the very forefront of Entrance
Control technology supplying solutions that reach
beyond today’s demands for both fans and security
staff, creating secure environments without
compromising freedom of movement.

Gunnebo, through many years of global experience
has gained extensive knowledge within the stadia
and arena sector to derive a range of facility gates
suitable to withstand the rigours of use; combining
heavy passenger throughput, the need for reliability,
robustness, and prevention of unauthorised access.

This is achieved through intelligent design, offering
high efficiency operation with minimum service 
needs and low running costs, all of which helps to 
protect the operator’s capital investment and future 
operational costs.

Gunnebo has the ability to offer sport gates from
either a standard portfolio, or a fully customised
package to suit the customer’s specific requirements;
including cabinet aesthetics, functionality and 
firmware interfacing with the operator’s ticketing and 
access control system.

•  Gunnebo’s vision: Simplify fans’ mobility
•  100 years experience
•  More than 150 references worldwide
•  Purpose-built product range
•  Close partnership with main ticketing and venue  
 management solution suppliers
•  Solutions aiming at multi-functional complexes
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Tripod Turnstile for Stadia Application 

When it comes to main public access to the
arena, the event organisers are faced with a
major challenge. Modern sports arenas see their
number of fans increasing. The requirement is that
public entry must get quicker, but the answer is
not to simply add additional ground staff, as this
will increase operating overheads due to space
reduction.

The SlimStile EV Stadia by Gunnebo offers a well-
designed, two-legged casework made of stainless 
steel, ideal for sites where large flows of people and 
robustness are issues. The SlimStile EV accelerates the 
complete entry process. The gate makes the process 
smoother for the fans and simpler for the staff.

Security can also be increased by adding the ATT
(Alarmed Tripod Turnstile) system which offers the
best security performances by means of a photocell
and IR sensor alarming in case of unauthorised
passage attempt.

The SlimStile EV Stadia interfaces with most
modern-day advanced stadium access and ticketing
solutions available.

Full-Height Turnstiles for Stadia Application 

For sensitive public access to the arena such as
visitor access, it requires an increased security for
best crowd management. Some stadia are aiming
at enhancing fans’ security while ensuring effective
physical control to all entrances or sensitive areas.

The RotaSec Stadia by Gunnebo offers a robust
trouble-free full-height turnstile with a full side
frame, roof with canopy, flush mounted down lights,
rainwater downpipe, plain lateral sides and passage
direction red/green status lights. The RotaSec Stadia
prevents two passages at one time in a silent and
smooth operation.

Available in single and double interlocking layout
confiigurations for sites where space is an issue, the
RotaSec Stadia can be customised to the football
club’s main colours for example.

The RotaSec Stadia interfaces with most modern-day
advanced stadium access and ticketing
solutions available.

Benefits 

•  Accelerates and standardises fans’  
 throughput
•  Minimises queues and queuing time
•  Prevents overcrowding in all sections of  
 the stadium
•  Reduces operational costs and removes  
 human error
•  Minimises staffing levels
•  Increases security with single passage  
 detection
•  Best monitoring of events thanks to a  
 complete integration with access  
 control system

Benefits 

• Specially designed to meet security and  
 safety stadium requirements
•  Increases security wih integrated  
 technology and single passage  
 detection
• Prevents trouble-makers from gaining  
 unauthorised access
•  Best integration and protection of  
 stadium access and ticketing solutions
•  Reduces operational costs and removes  
 human error
•  Choice of rotor designs, finishes and  
 colours
• Best monitoring of event thanks to a  
 complete integration with access  
 control system

SlimStile EV Stadia RotaSec Stadia



VIP ACCESS CREATING VALUE

Every stadium that aspires to host a major sporting
event has to provide VIPs with the best corporate
hospitality facilities. These require different security
and access requirements and conditions.

Gunnebo provides a full range of turnstiles with
high design finish together with effective security
features. Gunnebo offers a large range of possible
personalisation and options.

Flap-Gates by Gunnebo offer a unique glass and
stainless steel design that allows it to incorporate
seamlessly into most areas and helps minimise the
barrier effect.

Entrance Gates by Gunnebo are designed to combine
smooth function and sophisticated appearance with
security needs in settings where design is important.
They are designed to reduce the barrier effect and 
create a welcome atmosphere.

With years of experience delivering security solutions, 
we know how to create value for you and your 
business.  That is why we have made Services an 
integrated part of our business.

It is essential that access systems are always up and 
running to facilitate fans’ throughput.  When crowd 
capacity is at its maximum on match days or large 
events, ease of movement then becomes critical. 
Gunnebo Preventive Maintenance ensures optimal 
performance of your entrance control systems 
for years to come minimising disruption in those 
moments.

In the case of an unexpected downtime, Gunnebo 
Corrective Maintenance contract offers emergency 
support with several options of Response Time 
commitment adapted to your specific requirements.

At every stage of our relationship with you – from 
the first meeting through to delivery, installation 
and after-sales support – we will act as your security 
partner, listening to and addressing your security 
needs.

Benefits 

•  Aesthetic and high security solution for  
 luxury/private suite concept
•  Range of modern designs with a choice  
 of styles and widths
•  Restrain and control access to restricted  
 areas such as VIP
• Extra-wide models available for  
 disabled access
•  Emergency settings to allow for safe  
 evacuation
•  Combine smooth operation with  
 uncompromised security

Benefits 

• Global presence in 31 countries and  
 more than 100 markets via partners
• Better conservation of equipment and  
 increased lifespan
• Minimise disruption in critical moments
• Simplicity: Just call and we will be there
• Fast response time with SLA  
 commitment
• Certified Partner in ISO 9001

Turnstile for VIP Application Ensuring Value and Optimum Performance



More than 150 stadia references worldwide: 
Allianz Riviera, France - 35,000 seats
Bahrain National Stadium, Bahrain - 35,000 seats
Celtic Park, United Kingdom – 60,500 seats
Croke Park, Ireland - 82,000 seats
Etihad Stadium, Australia - 53,000 seats
Estadio Santiago Bernabeu, Spain - 80,000 seats
Friends Arena, Sweden - 54,500 seats
Grand Stade Lille Métropole, France – 50,283 seats
Khalifa International Stadium, Qatar - 40,000 seats
Melbourne Park, Australia - 32,000 seats
Millennium Stadium, United Kingdom - 74,500 seats
Stade du Hainaut, France - 25,000 seats
Stade Geoffroy-Guichard, France - 41,000 seats
Stamford Bridge, United Kingdom - 42,500 seats...

The Gunnebo Security Group provides efficient and innovative security 
solutions to customers around the globe. It employs 5800 people in 31 
countries across Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia and North America, and 
has a turnover in excess of €500m.  
Gunnebo focuses its offering on Cash Handling, Electronic Security, 
Physical Security,  Entrance Control and Services.

We make your world safer.


